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Introduction
In 1980, Baxter (1) found his beautiful solution to the hard-hexagon model of statistical mechanics.. His treatment ofthis model is naturally divided into four regimes that depend on values taken by various parameters associated with the model. Then in truly astounding fashion it turns out that eight Rogers-Ramanujan type identities [all essentially. known to Rogers (2, 3) ] are thefundamental keys for finding infinite product representations ofthe related statistical mechanics partition functions in regimes I, III, and IV. Indeed, the required identities are these: Regime I E q2/(q)n = l/l(q,q4;q); n=O [1.1] E q 2/(q)n = l/H(q2,q3;q5); [1.2] n=O Regime III > qn(3n-l)/2/(q)n(q;q2) = II(qq6,ql0;q10/(q)x; [1.3] n=O > q3n(n+1)/2/(q) (q;q2) +1 = IH(q2,q8,q1';q10/(q),; [1.4] n=O Regime IV 2 qn(n+l)/(q)2n+l = fl(q3 q7 qlO;ql1&I`(q4 qlS;q2)/(q),; [1.5] Eqnf/(qq)21 = 1/H(q4, q6;qn)(q;q2) [1.7] n=O oo qn2/(9;9q2-q/fI(q9 xql;q )(q;q2)x. [1.8] n=1
We are herein utilizing the following standard' notation of Slater (4) n-I (a)n = (a;q)n = Hl (1--a); J=o [1.9] These results either are given explicitly by Rogers (2, 3) Baxter had conjectured the identity ofeach ofthe Fk(ol) with the corresponding infinite products given above. Two major steps are needed to prove these theorems. First, one must develop methods for the treatment ofthe expressions given in Eq. 1.12 so that the double series representations given above can be found. Second, a set of transformations is required to allow identification of the double series with the appropriate infinite product expression. 3 . Outline of'the; proofs of the theorems Our attack diverges from that of Baxter immediately. Baxter's development of series-product identities relies on the taking of the limit as m tends to 00 in Eq. 1.12. We instead find representations for. the partition functions arising in regime III with m remaining fixed and finite. We then utilize the powerful fact that when m is finite one may effectively pass from regime III to regime II by the transformation q -* q'. Our To obtain Theorems 1-6, one merely replaces N by 3N + a (a = 0 +t1) in identities 3.1 and 3.2, then-replaces q by q-', next multiplies by the minimal power ofq necessary to produce polynomials in q, and then lets N ---* 00. This process produces the identity ofseries and products described in these theorems, and the relationship between regimes II and III that follows from the.replacement of q by q' provides the identity with the various Fk(9l) (ii) The q -q-' duality of regimes II and III also exists between regimes I and IV. Indeed, the relevant polynomial identities for this latter relationship are
These identities were completely stated.in ref. 9 and have their origin in the work of Schur (10) . The arguments used to obtain Theorems 1-6 from identities 3.1 and 3.2 may now be turned on identities 4.1 and 4.2 to obtain Eqs. 1.5-1.8, a relationship previously unnoticed. Thus a "duality theory" between various sets of identities of the Rogers-Ramanujan type deserves exploration.
(iii) The analytic duality described above has a corresponding manifestation in the pattition-theoretic interpretations of the various identities considered. Thus the well-known combinatorial interpretations of Eqs. 1. I -and 1.2 are "dual" to the combinatorial interpretations of Eqs. 1.4-4.8 (see refs. 11-13). The possible scope of this duality will also be explored. = H[q,-q-q q-q ,9;q1q. [4.3] This suggests taking the general quintuple product identity, say in the form (1 - a3x3n2)(1 -a3x3n-1 and studying the function that arises by changing the + sign on the left to a -sign.
